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The world has just experienced the most devastating nuclear terrorist attack in history. Having
discovered proof of the U.S. presidentâ€™s involvement, legendary assassin Adrian Hell finds
himself facing an enemy too powerful to overcome alone. With no friends by his side and his loved
ones in danger, Adrian must find new allies to combat the unprecedented threat, and he gathers the
few he can â€“ an over-the-hill small-time mob hitman, a female assassin whoâ€™s so crazy that
Adrian has to break her out of an insane asylum, and an illegal arms dealer whoâ€™s not used to
working in the field. While they start out taking the job for the money, they soon come to realize that
their actions have much farther reaching impacts. But the nuclear attack was only the beginning.
The horrifying conspiracy runs deeper than even Adrian knows, and time is running out to save the
world from a war no one knows is coming.
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I nominated this book on Kindle Scout and as it was chosen, I got an Advance Copy to read. I
thought I had posted a review on on around 9 Feb 2016 but apparently I didn't but if I did and
missed it, then please forgive the repeat.This is a mixture of Mystery/Thriller and International

IntrigueAt the beginning of this story, Adrian Hell is all on his own dodging government agencies
while trying to figure out how to get out of his current predicament. He decides to start with a
colleague and build up a team of allies to go up against the biggest gun in the nation. Unfortunately
for Adrian that big gun has lots of pull and is using lots of assets to take him out.I have read book 1,
True Convictions, but have not read the other three books in between that and this one. It mostly
stands on its own but I think if I read the other books, I would have gotten more out of the story. In
some ways this story felt like an episode of Mission Impossible. Finding a team, coming up with a
plan, and avoiding death and capture. In this story, Mr. Sumner adds in more than Adrian's
viewpoint. This helped me to see the bigger picture. The ending was totally not what I
expected.Warning: This story is for Mature Audiences due to Graphic Violence, Adult Language,
and Hints of Sexual Situations

When I read True conviction I thought it was the first in the Adrian Hell series I could not put it down
so I brought each one that I thought was in order. Just finish ( a necessary kill ) which left me
wondering about Adrian it has to be more Mr Sumner an assassin can't go out like that. After
looking at the end of this novel I see that I forgot one book ( the hero of war) so I will continue to my
Adrian fix. Then start with Gloatech. Very good reading your books are full of suspense.

I love the Adrian Hell books!! Adrian is a well-known assassin wanted by the FBI, CIA, and a legend
among others in his profession,He has a heart and tries to only kill those who really "need" killing.
He loves his Country, his his friend Josh, and his girlfriend Tori.I recommend you start this book
when you have some time because it is difficult to find a place to stop! And be sure to fasten your
seatbelt!I can see these books becoming movies or a TV series. Been trying to cast Adrian...nothing
yet!Do yourself a favor...READ THIS BOOK!!!

I thoroughly enjoy these Hell series books and this latest is great. Well written with some spots of
humour and the books are better if they concentrate on Adrain, rather than the others in his
'team'.Adrian is getting a conscience as this series has progressed and again, this balances out the
stories.He still kills you if you annoy him though

OK, I made a mistake! I read the fifth book in a series before I'd read any of the others. I was given
an advanced reading copy of this book. I love the Adrian Hell series. The author has created an
assassin like no other, although he reminds me in some ways of Donavan Creed He adds sarcastic

humor throughout the book which is a nice touch. I'd recommend this series.

Another action packed suspenseful story of Adrian Hell, the hitman with a heart and conscience.
This time however he runs into something really tough and ends up needing to recruit some help.
As always a well thought, well written story that pulls you right along with it! Although it does have a
cliffhanging end it is an expected one.

I look forward to the return of Adrian Hell. A Necessary Kill is well written and engaging. I love the
characters, and hope to meet them again. I recommend this book to readers who like daring,
sarcastic protagonists, really the sarcasm made it a fun read. The story is a fast paced on the edge
of your seat thriller that had a, "didn't see that coming," end.

Ok, I enjoy this series of James Sumner, it's fast paced, action packed with characters that aren't
super human or bulletproof. Some authors you read, you are able to figure out the plot and ending,
but with Sumner you are never quit sure where how it's going to work out or where it will end.
Enjoyed the book and stayed up later than I should have to finish it.
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